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Cover Photo: Tom Toparis attending a Wakefield Track Day for bikes
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Peter Brock
celebrating
a birthday
at Winton

Look at that crowd!
No date on this picture but seems to be before the media
centre was built.

Harry Hayek Turns to Education to Fuel Racing Passion
The COVID-19 pandemic may have brought Harry Hayek’s 2020 racing
programme – a drive with McLaren in the British GT Championship – to a
standstill, but the talented Aussie racer is not letting it dampen his enthusiasm.
Instead, Hayek is channelling his natural love of motorsport into teaching others
how to maximise their on-track performances, recently starting his own RCD
Motorsport (Racing, Coaching, Development) driver coaching business.
Like many other driver trainers, Hayek benefits from the protection of the AASA’s
Driver Training Licence, including public and participant liability and professional
indemnity.
Hayek boasts an enviable motorsport CV; he won national karting titles along with
races and rounds of the Australian Formula 4 Championship, before competing in
the British Formula 3 Championship, where he was running competitively until
suffering a broken back part-way through the 2017 season. Since then, he has
raced in single rounds of other Australian categories including the Super3 and
Toyota 86 Series.

Hayek’s talents were recognised by McLaren, who signed him to their 2020 Driver
Development Program.
Hayek had already gained experience in driver coaching working with Phil
Alexander’s RaceAway Track Time outfit and said it is something he loves doing.
“Over the last few years, when I’ve worked at Phil’s track days as a driver coach, I
haven’t been able to sleep the night before – that’s how excited I’ve been about
going to the track and helping people learn and improve,” Hayek said.

“I decided to start my own business to promote myself as a driver coach and
ensure I can stay involved in the sport, even while I’m not actually racing.”
Hayek is conscious of the varying levels of experience among his clients and says
he adapts his approach accordingly.
“I’ve already had a range of different clients, from casual motoring enthusiasts
who want to improve their lap times on track days to serious national-level
competitors who are trying to move towards the front of the grid,” he said.
“I encourage my clients to analyse their own performances and I use tools like
track maps and video analysis to break down aspects of on-track performance
such as racing lines and vehicle dynamics.”
Some of Hayek’s clients have already made significant improvements in the time
he has been teaching them, something he says gives him immense satisfaction.
“When you go to the track and see someone going a couple of seconds faster
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after just a few sessions, it’s a very rewarding feeling,” he said.
“I’ve done some coaching with Gavin Furner, who’s fairly new to racing and is
competing in the Mazda RX8 Cup Series. At Sydney Motorsport Park, he
improved his times by 2.3 seconds after just four sessions, which was a fantastic
effort.
“I’ve also been working with Maisie Place, who is one of the rising female stars of
the sport and very dedicated to learning and improving. She presents well out of
the car and has a positive attitude.

“An example of a track day enthusiast I’ve coached is Paul Giordano, who wanted
to find some improvements in his lap times. After just a couple of 15-minute
sessions, his times at SMP were almost three seconds faster than they were at
the start of the day.”
While Hayek’s main focus is on car racers, his karting experience also enables
him to work with go-kart drivers, including Joel Sokkar who competes in TAG
Restricted Light.
“I did some work with Joel and he was able to improve his wet weather pace by
over a second,” Hayek said.
Hayek said the AASA Driver
Training Licence gives him
appropriate protection whenever
he is instructing.
“Knowing that I’m covered in the
event of an incident definitely
gives me peace of mind when I’m
coaching at the track.” Hayek
said.
“Credit to AASA, the whole
application process was flexible
and hassle-free. I’d highly
recommend it to all coaches
looking to be covered.”
For more information on RCD
Motorsport, visit the RCD
Motorsport Facebook page or
RCD Motorsport Instagram feed.
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Drifting Returns to Tasmania Under AASA Sanctioning
More than 50 of Tasmania’s finest drift competitors will converge upon Symmons Plains
Raceway this weekend for the opening round of the AASA-sanctioned Drift Tasmania Series,
which will mark the return of drift competition to the Apple Isle.
Managed by the Performance Driving Australia motoring education and services organisation,
the Drift Tasmania Series will initially consist of up to four rounds each year, along with practice
days to enable drifters to hone their skills and fine-tune their vehicles. Initially, the series will
operate at Symmons Plains, although there are plans to visit Baskerville in the future.
Performance Driving Australia Motorsport Events Manager Mikayla Szycman said the response
to the inaugural Drift Tasmania round has exceeded expectations.
“We’ve capped entries for this round at 60, and we’ve officially sold out – some of our
competitors include high-profile drifters like Matt Harvey and Brodie Maher,” Szycman said.
“A couple of drift cars have been on display at Hobart and Launceston, which has generated a lot
of public interest.
“With COVID-19 regulations, we’re restricted with the number of spectators we can have on site
and we only have a limited number of tickets left. We didn’t expect our first event to receive such
an overwhelming response.”
Szycman said the Drift Tasmania concept was created due to demand from Tasmanian
enthusiasts and chose the AASA to sanction the events because of its personalised level of
service.
“At Performance Driving Australia, we have forged a lot of connections with motoring enthusiasts
and the feedback we were receiving from drift competitors was that they wanted the opportunity
to compete in a structured and professionally-organised championship, which would appeal to
potential sponsors,” Szycman said.
“With our background in organising corporate driving events along with rallies and hill-climbs, it
was relatively straightforward for us to adapt our skillset to drifting.
“The AASA is very adaptable when it comes to sanctioning different types of motorsport and their
team, led by Stephen Whyte, have been proactive when it comes to helping us get used to the
protocols around running these sorts of events.”
While the current COVID-19 travel restrictions mean the Drift Tasmania Series is currently
exclusive to local competitors, Szycman said the ultimate aim is to attract visitors.
“Some of our Tasmanian drifters have travelled to mainland Australia to compete, and we’re
hoping we can build up the Drift Tasmania Series to attract not only people from other states but
hopefully some international drivers in the future,” she said.
For more information on the Drift Tasmania Series, visit https://www.drifttas.com/ or the Drift
Tasmania Facebook page.

Wakefield Park Hosts Successful Motorsport Australia Comeback Race Meeting
The Motorsport Australia NSW State Championships have staged a successful post
COVID-19 return at Wakefield Park on July 11-12, with entertaining racing across
all categories on the program.
While spectators were not permitted at the venue, several categories will have
post-produced highlights shown on Blend Line TV’s channels.
After more than a decade out of the driver’s seat, Layton Crambrook has made a
stylish return to HQ Holden racing in 2020, something he demonstrated this weekend with a clean sweep of race victories.
Glenn Deering and Luke Harrison were second and third in the opening two races
but fell down the order in Race 3, allowing Brandon Madden into the runner-up
spot ahead of Chris Molle.
Also taking a clean sweep of victories was Grant Doulman, who won all three
Sports Sedan races in his V8 Falcon ahead of Brad Shiels (Fiat 124). Reigning
champion Steven Lacey was third in torrentially-wet conditions in Race 1, but retired from Race 2 with mechanical problems and did not start Race 3; Mark Duggan capitalised to round out the podium.
Supersports ran a single-day event with their three races on Saturday, all of which
were affected by wet conditions. Nick Kelly won Race 1 but the horsepower advantage of his Radical SR8 was nullified when the conditions worsened in Race 2;
Ryan Godfrey capitalised to take the win in his Radical SR3, before Kelly reasserted himself to take out the final ahead of fellow SR8 pilot Peter White.
Four-time NSW Formula Vee Champion Daniel Reynolds won Race 1 and crossed
the finish line first in Race 2, but was relegated to 10th with a post-race penalty.
Aaron Lee was promoted to first place and subsequently won Race 3 ahead of Aaron Pace and Darren Williams.
In NSW Production Touring, it was Michael Sheargold who made the most of Saturday’s wet conditions to win Race 1 in his all-wheel-drive Mercedes A45 AMG, but
in Sunday’s dry races it was Daniel Oosthuizen who scored a pair of victories after
a battle with Ben Kavich; Matt Holt completed the overall podium.
Andrew Macpherson won both 30-minute Production Sports races in his Porsche
911 GT3-R, but the first race was marred by a horrific crash for Nick Kelly’s Audi

R8 at Turn 1. After clipping the inside kerb, Kelly’s Audi speared off the circuit and
made heavy contact with the outside wall. In a glowing endorsement of both the
Audi’s safety features and Wakefield Park’s barriers, Kelly walked away from the
crash without a scratch, but the same could not be said for the Audi, which was
severely damaged.
While Kelly’s absence enabled Macpherson to score a comfortable win in Race 2,
Porsche GT3 Cup pilots Jason Miller, Sergio Pires and Marcel Zalloua staged an
enthralling battle for second position, Miller prevailing after a move on Zalloua on
the second-last lap.
Lucas Vitale won the 250cc class in all four Superkart races, while Mark Robin was
victorious in the 125cc Gearbox Class and Mark Vickers scored a quartet of wins in
the 125cc Non-Gearbox Class.
Wakefield Park race secretary Ruth Walsh said it was positive to see so much enthusiasm among the competitors.
“Overall, it was a fantastic weekend – it was great to see all the drivers so eager
to be back on the track,” Walsh said.
“We had strict protocols in place for social distancing, but all the drivers and
teams respected our guidelines which was very much appreciated.
“Hopefully, we’ll be able to allow spectators back at the venue soon.”

July and August at Wakefield Park Raceway
Throughout July and August, we saw an epic return to track activity including some
amazing groups for WFP Track days and Ride Days.
Where all parts of the country have been affected by COVID 19 we have all come together
(and apart at 1.5m) to make the track a safe and enjoyable place to be.
Not only did Wakefield park be host to Motorsport Australia’s Round 2 but also saw the
return of MRA round 6

Some close racing and amazing times were had by all even with the limited pit crew and
not spectators the action from Motorsport Australia’s Round 2 can be seen at any time on
Blend Line Tv’s YouTube coverage , needless to say we saw some epic battles.
Unfortunately, wet weather brought MRA’s round 2 to an early close with conditions
reaching dangerous levels. A 3-car collision in the Excels Caused the 2-day race meeting
crashing to a halt on the Saturday

Sunday was again deemed too hazardous to start and has since been postponed pending
the COVID -19 situation and calendar dates moving forward.
On a lighter note, the Carbon Fiber bodywork of the Tilton Racing Mitsubishi Evo driven
by Brad Shiels shattered the outright Wakefield Park lap record at Aus time attack bringing
mind bending speeds and an incredible lap time of 53.06. incredible in car vision of this
lap can be seen on the Tilton racing Facebook page.

Along with all this excitement Wakefield Park has been host to Mx-5 club, G.E.A.R, Track
school , 5th Gear, Revolution Rider, Simply Sports Cars and many more with too much
enjoyment to express.
With amazing groups and clubs coming to Wakefield park a huge thank you to everyone
involved.

Winton welcomes
Kreskas Bros Transport
True friends are those that standby you when things ar egoing well and when things
are at times a struggle.
That pretty much describes 2020 so far for all Victorians!
Through the bushfires in January and February to the dreaded COVID virus that hit us
all in March, it’s been a roller coaster journey throughout.
It’s comforting to know, that whilst the Greater Melbourne area is in Stage 4 Lockdown
you can still rely on friends.
Winton Raceway is in Stage 3 lockdown and we look forward to the time when our
fantastic track users and customers can come back to our ever improving facility. We
rely on our friends old and new.
One of our new friends is Kreskas Bros Transport.
In 1968 with his 1957 Dodge tray truck. Arthur Kreskas began carrying fresh fruit and
vegetables between Shepparton and the Footscray Whoelsale Fruit and Vegetable
market in Melbourne and always treated his customer’s business like his own.
Today his sons Les and John continue Arthur’s legacy to provide the best possible
service to their clients by providing consistent service at the highest level with the
latest in equipment and innovation.
Kreskas Bros has become the leading carrier of import and export shipping containers
between the Goulburn Valley and the Port of Melbourne.
Head office of Kreskas Bros is in Lemnos, just east of Shepparton and is well set up
with a truck yard, container yard, modern workshop, administration and operations
building as well a a
machine shop.
Nest time you are at
Winton Motor Raceway
you will be able to see
their billboard at the entry
of Turn 4.
Be sure to support those
who support us.
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Off-road Legend Toby Price Set for Gruelling Goondiwindi 400
International off-road racing legend Toby Price will be the headline act in a 66-strong
field for this weekend’s Albins ARB Goondiwindi 400, sanctioned by the AASA.
Price will compete in Class 6 aboard a Can-Am off-road machine and after being sidelined since February, the two-time Dakar Rally winner is pumped to be back in action.
“It’s been a very quiet time with COVID-19, so I’m really looking forward to having my
first crack at the Gundy 400 this weekend,” Price said.
“Everyone has told me this is one of the events you have to do – the track is fast and
wide-open and there are some melon-holes that are tricky to navigate.
“Learning the track will be a new experience but we’re excited to be here and take it on.”
While Price’s Can-Am is mostly standard, he has made a few modifications to ensure it
can cope with the taxing demands of off-road competition.
“I put some stronger rear axles in it, a roll-cage and a spare tyre, but motor-wise it’s
pretty much stock-standard,” he said.
The Goondiwindi 400 is renowned for being torturous on drivers and machines alike, and
Price said finishing the event will be an achievement.

“I think the main thing is just finishing on Sunday,” Price said.
“Looking at the results last year, the attrition rate was extremely high, which shows the
track is pretty gruelling. The key is to drive at a good pace while also being conservative
– if we can do that, we should come out the other side in one piece.”
While Price has competed in some of the most prestigious international off-road events,
he said he is looking forward to racing on home turf.
“I haven’t been able to do any event like this in Australia before – my schedule has always been jam-packed. With the situation we’re all going through at the moment, we’re
very excited to get the race underway and get back into something we love doing.”
In order to compete in the Goondiwindi 400, Price was required to obtain his AASA competition licence, along with a log-book for his Can-Am vehicle. Despite the tight turnaround timeframe, the AASA’s efficient procedures enabled Price’s applications to be processed in less than a week.
“I had to get my AASA licence and log-book
about six days ago; it was a very lastminute decision to come and do this,” he
said.
“In September, I’m going to be heading
over to Europe so this will be my last race in
Australia for the rest of the year; I’m planning ahead for Dakar in 2021.”
The Goondiwindi 400 commences with the
prologue and section 1 (one lap of the
80km circuit) tomorrow, followed by sections 2 and 3 (each two laps) on Sunday.
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Off Road Racers Out in Force for Newman Excavations 100
More than 50 passionate off-road racers flocked to the regional Queensland town of Moranbah for the
Australian Off Road Racing Association (AORRA) Newman Excavations 100 race meeting, sanctioned by
the AASA, on 25-26 July.
Originally scheduled for March, the Newman Excavations 100 was rescheduled to the July date due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, leaving drivers itching with enthusiasm to get behind the wheel.
As part of the Queensland Off Road Racing Championship, the Newman Excavations 100 was open to vehicles from a variety of classes, ranging from the Unlimited Class (buggies with engines up to six litres)
down to production-based vehicles with engines less than 1200cc.
According to Mackay Off Road Racing Club President Michael Mifsud, who organised the Newman Excavations 100, the most popular classes at the event were Classes 6 and 66, due to the wide availability of
those vehicles.
“Classes 6 and 66 are for PRVs from brands like Polaris, which people can buy off the showroom floor,
bolt in some safety gear and be ready to race,” Mifsud said.
“Those classes have become popular because they’re an affordable and accessible entry point for people to get into off-road racing.
“For people who want to go faster and have more mechanical expertise, they can build their own vehicles
and race in the faster classes – some of the machines we have in the higher classes are extremely fast
and spectacular to watch.”

The race format for the Newman Excavations 100 saw competitors participating in a series of time trials
around an eight-kilometre course. Mifsud said the circuit was designed with spectator viewing in mind.
“Often off-road racing is not very spectator-friendly, because spectators will only see the vehicles for a
few seconds before they disappear.
“We designed the course with some tight corners, jumps and other obstacles to ensure the spectators
were treated to an entertaining show and they thoroughly enjoyed it.”
While some national-level off road events have been postponed due to COVID-19, the Queensland scene
is building momentum with the Gundy 400 to be held at the gruelling Goondiwindi off-road course on 2123 August.
The Newman Excavations 100, along with the Gundy 400, are two examples of an increasing number of
off-road events sanctioned by the AASA.
“We’ve got nothing but praise for the AASA – there are more and more AASA-sanctioned events taking
place in Queensland, and when we see how easy they make the process for competitors and organisers,
it’s not surprising,” Mifsud said.
For more information on events run by AORRA, visit their website – https://aorra.com.au/.
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BENALLA AUTO CLUB ISOLATION SALE
Shirts are available for $10 each (plus postage)

Get yours now—they won’t last long at this price
Call into the Winton office and speak to Glenys to bag
your bargain or phone 0357 607102
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